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AND ITS MUSIC
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ami llarptiMcdicrval Precursors of the Modern Instrument -Chiriehord
chord-Invention of the Pianoforte -Rival Claimants.
(Copyright, 1910, by H. E. Krehbiel.)
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"THE MUS IC LESSON."
(Prom a painting by Gabriel Metzu.)

chanical point of view, indeed, some of these instruments were marvels; but as music became
less and less mere pretty play of sounds, and
gave voice more and more to the feelings of

Epok< :i by our grandparents as glibly as we say
We
piano now, were spinet and harpsichord.
Ehall lc- spared a lot of curious and vtiin br;iin
cudgelling if we look upon these names, as
also clavicytherium, clavi embalo, gravicembalo,
fpinette and virginal, as no more than designations in vogue ;it different times or in different
countries, or at the most as names standing fur
variations in shape or structure of the instruir.< nt which filled the place before the nineteenth century that the pianoforte does now.

In all tlv instruments of this class the strings
with tiny points of quill (generally,
though the material varied) held in bits of
w 1 called "jacks," which moved freely in slots
piercing the Bound board and rested upon one
end of the key levers. The quill was a tiny
thing, not mere than a third of an inch in
lenslh, thrust through a narrow tongue which
moved on a pivot through a slot in the upper
part of the j:u k. When at rest the quill point
lay a trifle below the string and at an an^le
with it. The key being pressed down, the jack
sprang upward, and the quill in passing
twanged the string.
When the key was released t'ne jack dropped back to its place and
th< q ii!! slipped under the string, ready for a
r*i ;i!ion ef the movement.
To enable it to do
this »vas the mission of the little tongue in FRONT AND SIDE VIEWS OF A HARPSIwliicii it was stt. This was held in iila.ee flush
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from one or two of the unison strings,
corda, or the "soft pedal," as it 13 cons,
called) was first applied to the harpsicicr
the purpose of transposition.
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which were used to mo<iify the tone ,i
harpsichord are interposal between the '
mers and the strings of a square piancfor.;
soft effects.
For many decades builders of sphkt) I
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strove— th«ir successors, iare still striving—to overt< rr.e a deficiency? I
is inherent in the nature of the instnsc." 1
Ihave said elsewhere in rr.y book, "E;-.
Listen to Music" (page 138), despite allfc
learning and ingenuity which have been <
on its perfection, the pianoforte can be -1
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the attention of musicians.
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Down to the end of the sixteenth century,
though the strings were multiplied, the name
monochord was still used, and, though the range
of the instrument had reached twenty-four
ii..is. the strings were still tuned in unison.
Gradually, however, the strings for the acuter
diagtones wore shortened by a bridge placed
onally acr< ss the sound board, this contrivance
being borrowed, it is said, from another keyed
instrument ailed the clavicymbal, which was,
in effect, a triangular system of strings to which
a mechanical device had been applied which
the strings, somewhat in
1 lucked or snapped
imitation <>f ;< harp player.
It is to instruments of this class that Inow
r,,?,!nss myself, fur it was fur them that iho
earliest music was written which has survived
in ill" repertory of the pianist, and it was upon
them that the predecessors of the great virtuosi
:ib<«ut whom T shall speak played. But it would
I
.«• idle tv attempt to explain all the differences between them. They were a numerous
t r i1 r• and the members bore numerous names,
of which those that have endured longest in the
literature of music, and which, indeed, were
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in the music
in the middle of the nineteenth

seen occasionally

genuity which prompted
largely in the creation of

to stop and put In new quills as well as to tune
it. So substitutes for goose and crow quills
were sought for, and
fish bone, stiff cloth,
leather, metal and other materials were tried.
The principle, however, always remained the
same, and the defect was never remedied: the
jacks twanged the strings, and twanged them
with uniform loudness.
For the sake of variety in tonal effects dampers of various kinds
were also invented to check and modify the
vibration of the strings after they had been
twanged; and, later, strings were added which
could be plucked simultaneously with the original set bj- an additional row of jacks. These
added strings were first tuned in unison with
the others, so that just twice the amount of
tone resulted from their use, but Ruckers, of
Antwerp, the most famous harpsichord builder
of his time, conceived the idea of adding an extra system of strings tuned in the octave above,
which could be coupled to the original system
at will. The front of the harpsichord, which
was the instrument to which most of these improvements were attached, came in time to look
something like the console of an organ, with its
draw stops, pedals and knee swells.
The builders also used different kinds of metal
in their strings for the sake of added effects,
and since the quantity of tone could not be
varied by the touch of the player, the swell box
idea was borrowed from the organ, the entire
Continued en fifth pagr.
sound board of the instrument being covered
with a series of shutters, like the so-called
Venetian blinds, which could be opened and
LONG SANG Tl
closed by the player by pressure of his foot.
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